Reg. No. 5,049,186
Registered Sep. 27, 2016
Int. Cl.: 35
Service Mark
Principal Register

Northwest Association of Fish & Wildlife Agencies, Inc. (DELAWARE CORPORATION),
AKA NEAFWA,
250 Rabbit College Road
Petersburgh, NY 12138

CLASS 35: Association services, namely, promoting the interests of state and provincial fish
and wildlife agencies to improve the management and conservation of fish and wildlife
resources

FIRST USE 12-31-2003; IN COMMERCE 12-31-2003

The mark consists of a large silhouette of a heron, facing right, superimposed and centered on
a diamond outline, with raised wings and beak protruding outside of the outline. The heron is
standing in stylized water. To the left of the heron is a small, leaping fish, facing right. To the
right of the heron is a small, leaping whitetail deer doe, facing left. Both the fish and doe are
within the diamond outline. Along the bottom left of the diamond, sloping downward, is the
word, "NORTHEAST". At the bottom point of the diamond is a small, open circle. Along the
bottom right of the diamond, sloping upward, is the word, "ASSOCIATION". Under the word
"NORTHEAST" appears a small oak leaf, followed by the downward-sloping words, "OF
FISH AND". Under the word "ASSOCIATION", the words "WILDLIFE AGENCIES"
appear, sloping upward.

No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the following apart from the mark as shown:
"NORTHEAST ASSOCIATION OF FISH AND WILDLIFE AGENCIES"
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